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Influence of the Ageing and Drying Steps of a CoMoP/γ-
Al2O3 Catalyst onto the Multi-Scale Molybdenum Active
Phase Organization
Candice Cottrez,[a] Séverine Humbert,[a] Anne-Sophie Gay,*[a] Elodie Devers,[a]

Frédéric De Geuser,[b] Xavier Carrier,[c] and Alexandra Chaumonnot[a]

To study the influence of ageing and drying steps onto the
multiscale Mo active phase arrangement (i. e. MoS2 slabs and
slab aggregates), a series of highly loaded CoMoP/γ-Al2O3

catalysts aged, unaged, dried or freeze-dried were prepared and
tested in toluene hydrogenation. Electron Probe Micro Analyses
(EPMA) and Anomalous Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (ASAXS)
permit to highlight the influence of each preparation steps. A
growth of Mo entities occurs during ageing along with metal
diffusion inside the support and leads to longer slabs. The same

occurs during drying with metal redistribution due to solvent
evaporation. Concomitantly, a fragmentation of slab aggregates
takes place and leads to numerous small slabs aggregates. Slab
length and aggregates amount were found to drive the
catalytic activity, which translates the relationship between
activity, number of active sites and their accessibility. Con-
versely, macroscopic metal distribution into the extrudates
appears to have no impact on the catalytic performance.

Introduction

For last decades, strict standards have imposed a very low sulfur
content in fuels (less than 10 ppm since 2009 in Europe)
because of its toxicity and its ability to produce SOx pollutants.
These criteria lead to the design of ever more efficient hydro-
treating catalysts. The simplest way to obtain more active
catalysts is to increase the amount of active phase. However,
the increase of the intrinsic activity (catalytic activity per metal
atom) is limited at high metal contents. At too high metal
content, it can even be detrimental for the catalytic perform-
ance as was first demonstrated by Platanitis et al.[1] for Mo/TiO2

catalysts with a d(Mo)>4 at (Mo)/nm2, and then subsequently
observed for other systems.[2–4] Therefore, the preparation of
intrinsically more active catalysts, allowing to improve their
efficiency, is a rational way to improve existing catalysts.

Catalysts used for hydrodesulfurization reactions (HDS) are
composed of MS2 slabs (M being a group VIB transition metal:
Mo, W), promoted by a group VIII transition metal (Co, Ni) and
dispersed on the surface of a shaped porous material (e.g.
alumina or titanium dioxide extrudates). These slabs are
obtained by sulfidation of oxide phases obtained after deposi-
tion and drying of the associated metal precursors on the
surface of the chosen support.[5] Thus, the catalytic activity of a
CoMoP/γ-Al2O3 type catalyst is due to cobalt-promoted MoS2

slabs a few nm long.,[5,6] More precisely, the active sites of HDS
reactions have been attributed to “mixed sites” so-called
CoMoS. The presence of such sites has been demonstrated by
in situ Mössbauer spectroscopy or by NO adsorption followed
by infrared (IR) spectroscopy.[7,8] Furthermore, MoS2 slabs are
well described in the literature through X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
analyses. Indeed, the sulfidation rate, the promotion degree,
the stacking level and the slabs length have a direct influence
on the nature and number of mixed sites which are directly
correlated to the intrinsic activity as it has been shown by
Gandubert et al.[9] The loss of intrinsic activity observed by
Platanitis[1] at high Mo loading could then be explained by a
decrease in the dispersion of the active phase,[10] parameter that
depends on the slabs length and the sulfidation degree[7] or by
pore blocking effect.[11] Besides, a recent study[12] revealed the
presence of slabs aggregates of a few tens of nanometers by
High Angle Annular Dark Field Scanning Transmission Electron
Microscopy (HAADF-STEM). Thus, characterizing only the scale
of “isolated and stacked” MoS2 slabs does not reflect the entire
reality of these materials. It seems more relevant to consider
the active phase as a multi-scale arrangement including
isolated/stacked slabs and slab aggregates. Anomalous Small
Angle X-Ray Scattering (ASAXS) technique has been used by
Haubold et al.[13–17] for the characterization of heterogeneous
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catalysts and appears to be suited to estimate the amount and
the morphology of the slab aggregates.[12] From the SAXS point
of view, the notion of slab aggregates refers to a grouping of
molybdenum-containing objects that has a given shape and
size. These slab aggregates are therefore distinguished from
isolated/stacked slabs only by their different shape and size.
Thanks to these novel parameters, Humbert et al.,[12] were able
to directly relate the intrinsic activity loss to the amount of slab
aggregates present within CoMoP/γ-Al2O3 catalysts and then
demonstrated the relevance of establishing a new multiscale
model to describe the influence of the active phase on the
catalytic performance.

In the last decades, the influence of the synthesis parame-
ters on the active phase arrangement (at isolated slab scale)
and the catalytic activity have been widely studied and very
well described. In brief, one of the most common ways to
prepare an HDS catalyst is by Incipient Wetness Impregnation
(IWI) composed of the following steps:[18,19] i) impregnation of
the solution containing the metal precursors onto the support,
ii) ageing, iii) drying and iv) sulfidation. Thus, the textural
properties[20–25] and the surface reactivity (by the nature of the
hydroxyl groups) of the support[26–28] are the first parameters
that can influence the arrangement of the active phase. During
the impregnation step, the viscosity, the pH,[29–31] the
speciation[29,30,32] or the metal loading[1,3,4] of the impregnation
solution are also parameters that can influence the Mo arrange-
ment during its contact with the support. In most studies, it has
been shown that the ageing step does not influence the
arrangement of MoS2 slabs. However, it does have a clear
impact on the nature of Mo particles[33] and on the macroscopic
distribution of Mo precursors in the extrudates[22,34,35] which may
also influence the catalytic performance. The severity of
drying[4,32,36,37] (e. g. time, temperature, drying ramp) also appears
to be a determining factor. Indeed, the species present in the
support can be redistributed and/or precipitate depending on
the drying conditions. An optional additivation step can also
take place. Thus, the presence of organic additives such as
triethylene glycol (TEG) favors the dispersion of isolated/stacked
slabs.[12,38–42] In their study, Humbert et al.[12] notably showed
that additivities had an effect not only on the scale of the
isolated and stacked MoS2 slabs but also on the aggregation
state of the slabs. Indeed, the aggregation rate decreases by
50% between non-additivated and TEG-additivated catalysts.
Therefore, this demonstrates the relevance of investigating the
potential influence of the synthesis parameters onto the multi-
scale Mo arrangement of Mo (i. e. stacked slabs and aggregated
slabs) in order to clearly elucidate their impact on the intrinsic
activity and raise key parameters to control it.

In this paper, the influence of the ageing and drying steps
on CoMoP/γ-Al2O3 catalysts will be studied. First, the use of an
ageing step or not will give us the opportunity to study
drastically different catalysts in terms of macroscopic distribu-
tion of metals in the support. Secondly, the drying conditions
applied here on the catalysts will also be very different. We will
compare the effect of evaporation drying (conventional drying)
with sublimation drying (freeze-drying). These two studies will
give new insights on the multiscale organization and distribu-

tion of the Mo active phase, as well as their impact on the
catalytic performance measured by toluene hydrogenation
thanks to a multiscale characterization approach (i. e. slabs scale,
aggregates slabs scale and macroscopic distributions), using
XPS, TEM, Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA) and ASAXS
techniques.

Results and Discussion

Series of CoMoP/γ-Al2O3 catalysts have been prepared by
incipient wetness impregnation at different high Mo loadings
(18, 22, 26 and 30%wt MoO3), followed or not by an ageing
step (aged (A), not aged (NA)) and conventionally dried in an
oven (D) or freeze-dried (FD). Oxide and sulfide catalysts have
been characterized at different scales: at the isolated slabs scale
by TEM, ASAXS and XPS; at the slab aggregates scale by ASAXS
and XPS; at the macroscopic scale by EPMA. More details can
be found in the experimental section and the supplementary
information (S.I.). Before studying thoroughly the multiscale
characterization of the different catalysts, Figure 1 presents the
ASAXS curves of the 26%wt MoO3 sulfided catalysts. Qualita-
tively, they are clearly different and quantitative information on
the isolated/stacked slabs and slab aggregates can be ex-
tracted.

Characterizations of the isolated/stacked slabs scale

Figure 2 shows the representative TEM images of the 26 wt%
MoO3 sulfide catalysts. The presence of MoS2 slabs with a typical
layered structure is notable for all catalysts. TEM images of aged
catalysts (26_A_D and 26_A_FD catalysts, Figure 2 a and b
respectively) are similar for all observed areas, with a very high
density of slabs. While for the unaged catalysts (26_NA_FD and
26_NA_D catalysts, see Figure 2 c, d and e, f respectively), the
TEM images can be distinguished into two groups: very dense
areas, with apparently longs MoS2 slabs and some “free-slabs”
areas. The average stacking and mean slabs length were

Figure 1. ASAXS I(E3)–I(E5) curves of the 26 wt% MoO3 sulfide catalysts.
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measured by TEM for each sample and are summarized in
Table 1 (size and stacking distributions can be found in S.I.).
Globally, they appear to be similar for each catalyst, namely
double-layered MoS2 slabs around 3.5 nm long.

However, the slabs characteristics (length: Lslabs and stacking:
Sslabs) can also be collected from ASAXS measurements and are

also reported in Table 1. In addition, the slab length distribution
obtained for the 26 wt% MoO3 catalysts are represented on
Figure 3. Differences in mean slab length and average stacking
are observed between the two techniques (i. e. shortest and less
stacked MoS2 slabs for ASAXS measurements compare to TEM
ones). Two statements can explain it: i) ASAXS technique
distinguishes isolated/stacked slabs from slab aggregates as
two different types of objects, while statistical analysis of the
TEM images at such high Mo loadings makes it difficult, it is
possible that the slabs stacking is overestimated by counting
parts of aggregates, ii) TEM technique distinguish MoS2 slabs
longer than 1 nm, which is not the case of the ASAXS
technique. Indeed, as ASAXS technique measures the Mo
particles diffusion independently from the Mo chemical forms,
it might be possible that ASAXS technique measures Mo objects
such as single atom-few atoms Mo nanoclusters.[43] Thus, at the
larger diffusion vector q, both Mo nanoclusters and MoS2

isolated/stacked slabs are averaged and lead to a decrease of
Lslabs.

Hence, while TEM does not seem to be able to distinguish
each catalyst, ASAXS appears to be more sensitive and allows to
observe differences. First, from a general point of view, for each
series, slab length decreases when the MoO3 loading increases,
while the slab stacking tends to increase. For example, for the
aged and freeze-dried catalysts (A_FD), Lslabs decreases from
2.6 nm to 1.0 nm from 18 to 30 wt% MoO3. Also, Lslabs decreases
from 7.1 nm to 2.2 nm from 18 to 22 wt% MoO3 aged and dried
catalysts (A_D). Note that a Lslabs of around 7 nm seems
unrealistic and must result of the measurement ASAXS signal of
a catalyst heterogeneity as discussed in S.I. Secondly, significant
length differences can be noticed when comparing the four
different series, highlighting the effect of the ageing step and
especially the drying on the slab length. Indeed, at same MoO3

loading (for instance 26 wt% MoO3), see Figure 3, freeze-drying
leads to shorter slabs than drying (1.8 nm and 2.7 nm
respectively), and an absence of the ageing step coupled with
freeze-drying leads to shorter slab than an aged and freeze-
dried preparation (1.3 nm and 1.8 nm respectively). These small
mean slabs lengths can translate the presence of numerous Mo
nanoclusters.

Figure 2. TEM images of a) 26_A_D, b) 26_A_FD, c) and d) 26_NA_FD and e)
and f) 26_NA_D sulfide catalysts.

Table 1. TEM and ASAXS characterizations of the multiscale organization of the sulfide CoMoP catalysts. Lslabs is mean slab length (in number), Sslabs is the
average stacking, Cag is the relative Mo amount (in %) involved in the slab aggregates, Absolute Cag is the absolute Mo amount involved in the slab
aggregates, hVagi is the mean volume of slabs aggregates and Nag=Vs

the aggregate number density.

Sample TEM ASAXS
Mean Slabs
length [nm]

Average stacking Lslabs [nm] Sslabs Cag [%] Absolute Cag [%] hVagi [nm
3] Nag=Vs

[10� 6 nm� 3]

18_A_D N/A N/A 7.1 1.3 67 12 441 70
22_A_D N/A N/A 2.2 1.0 57 13 414 84
26_A_D 3.3 2.5 2.7 1.0 51 13 484 86
30_A_D N/A N/A 2.1 1.7 58 17 863 68
18_A_FD N/A N/A 2.6 1.0 55 10 826 31
26_A_FD 3.7 2.4 1.8 1.9 70 18 2344 24
30_A_FD N/A N/A 1.0 1.6 61 18 1652 38
18_NA_FD N/A N/A 1.2 1.6 62 11 928 31
26_NA_FD 3.8 2.1 1.3 1.5 52 13 1539 27
30_NA_FD N/A N/A 0.9 2.8 87 26 393 225
26_NA_D 3.8 2.4 3.2 1.0 62 16 393 127
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Concerning the promotion rate by cobalt (PR) and the
sulfidation rate of Mo (%MoS2) obtained by XPS, they are given
in Table 2. We can notice that each catalyst shows the same PR
(51–58%) and %MoS2 around 78%. This shows that neither the
ageing, nor the drying steps have an impact on the formation
of the MoS2 phase and its promotion by cobalt, which is in
agreement with literature.[12,44]

Characterizations of the slab aggregates scale

The amount of slab aggregates as well as their morphological
information can only be obtained by ASAXS characterizations
and can be found in Table 1. Overall, the Mo amount involved
in the slab aggregates remains roughly constant (relative Mo
amount involved in the slabs aggregates Cag between 51% and

62%) independently of the preparation modes, meaning that
more than a half of the incorporated Mo is not well dispersed.
Thus, no trend is observed concerning the effect of the
preparation step or the MoO3 loading on the aggregation rate (
CagÞ. Only three catalysts present a significantly higher amount
of slab aggregates: 18_A_D (67%), 26_A_FD (70%) and 30_NA_
FD (87%). Slab aggregates morphology can also be studied
thanks to the size distribution (mean aggregate width Wag), in
number or in volume, respectively plotted in Figure 4 right and
left.

The mean aggregate width Wag (in volume) ranges from 6.4
to 9.3 nm. Note that the mean aggregate length is proportional
to the mean aggregate width Wag and has an order of
magnitude of several tens of nm. The presence of such slab
aggregates is confirmed by the TEM image presented in
Figure 5: an area of 50 by 65 nm with the presence of gathered
or intermingled slabs is clearly observed. Such clear images of
slab aggregates are rather occasional, so it is difficult to extract
morphological information about slab aggregates from the TEM
technique.

From the slab aggregates size distributions of the Figure 4,
two distinct groups can be distinguished: the freeze-dried
samples and the dried samples. As the size distribution are
really different, it has been chosen to calculate the mean
volume of an aggregate hVagi (see Equation (21)) and then, the

aggregate number density Nag=Vs
have been calculated also

Figure 3. Isolated slabs size distributions (mean slabs length Lslabs , in
number) of the 26 wt% MoO3 catalysts obtained from ASAXS measurements.

Table 2. XPS results of the sulfide CoMoP catalysts. PR is the promotion
rate by cobalt and %MoS2 is the sulfidation rate of Mo.

Sample Mo/Al atomic ratio Co/Al atomic ratio %½ �MoS2 PR [%]

18_A_D 0.07 0.03 78 53
22_A_D 0.07 0.03 77 57
26_A_D 0.10 0.04 79 55
30_A_D 0.12 0.05 78 55
26_A_FD 0.12 0.06 79 51
26_NA_FD 0.10 0.06 78 58
30_NA_FD 0.08 0.04 77 52

Figure 4. Slab aggregates size distributions (mean aggregate width Wag) of the 26 wt% MoO3 catalysts, in number (left) and in volume (right).

Figure 5. TEM image of a slab aggregate observed in the 26_A_D catalyst.
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(Equation (22)) and reported in Table 1. No clear trend is
observed concerning the effect of MoO3 loading on the volume
and number of aggregates in each series of catalyst. However, a
clear trend is observed when comparing the freeze-dried and
the dried catalysts: for instance, at 26% MoO3 loading and for
the aged catalysts, freeze-drying leads to bigger but fewer
aggregates (2344 nm3; 24.10� 6 nm� 3) than drying by evapora-
tion (484 nm3; 86.10� 6 nm� 3).

Besides, XPS measurements allow to calculate a Mo/Al
atomic ratio giving insight of the Mo dispersion on the alumina
support surface (Table 2). Focusing on the aged and dried
catalysts series (X_A_D), we can see that Mo/Al atomic ratio
increases with the MoO3 loading, which is logical: the more Mo
is added, the more quantifiable it is within the support surface.
However, the higher the MoO3 content, the larger the difference
between the theoretical Mo/Al ratios and those obtained by
XPS measurements as shown in Figure 6. This reflects a
dispersion limit of the active phase at the highest contents. This
Mo/Al ratio depends on various parameters such as the slab
stacking and the Mo aggregation state. It is thus difficult to
directly compare it with other characteristics. However, it is
roughly in agreement with the slab stacking increase and the
Absolute Cag (see equation (20)) increase. Moreover, XPS shows
a significant drop of Mo/Al ratio for the 30_NA_FD catalyst,

which underlines a very poor dispersion of the Mo. This is in
good agreement with the aggregate amount Cag (87%)
measured by ASAXS. In addition, 26_A_FD presents a high Mo/
Al which could be linked to the small slab lengths associated to
the presence of Mo nanoclusters.

Characterizations of the macroscopic extrudates scale

The metals distribution profiles obtained by EPMA on the 26 wt
% MoO3 oxide catalysts are compared in Figure 7. The aged
catalysts 26_A_D and 26_A_FD display metal distribution
profiles more or less homogeneous, meaning that freeze drying
does not deteriorate the metal distribution. The metal distribu-
tion profile of sample 26_A_FD is even perfectly homogeneous.
However, the absence of an aging step coupled with freeze
drying (26_NA_FD) leads to an eggshell profile for Co, Mo and P
elements. The shell thickness is 500–600 μm and implies that all
charged metals are concentrated there. The use of standard
drying, even without ageing (26_A_D and 26_NA_D catalysts),
leads to Co & Mo bowl-shaped profiles, which are even more
pronounced for 26_NA_D.

These profiles allow to understand the TEM images (see
Figure 2) of dense and “free-slabs” areas seen for the not aged
catalysts (26_NA_D and 26 NA_FD). It can easily be considered
that the dense area corresponds to the edges of the extrudates,
highly metals concentrated, when the “free-slabs” area matches
with the center of the extrudates.

Catalytic performance

All catalysts were evaluated by toluene hydrogenation and the
intrinsic rate constant k0 was calculated and compared as a
function of MoO3 wt%, as shown in Figure 8. First, for each
series of CoMoP/γ-Al2O3 catalysts; the intrinsic rate constant k0

tends to decrease with MoO3 loading. Furthermore, regardless
the former parameter (i. e. MoO3 loading) the standard dried
catalyst series (X_A_D and X_NA_D) exhibit equivalent catalytic
activity. The same observation is made for the freeze-dried
catalysts (X_A_FD and X_NA_FD), that are about 1.3 more active
than the dried catalysts at the same MoO3 loading. However, for

Figure 6. Evolution of the Mo/Al atomic ratios obtained by XPS measure-
ments with the theoretical Mo/Al ratio for the aged catalysts (X_A_D, 26_A_
FD, 26_NA_FD and 30_NA_FD).

Figure 7. Co, Mo, P and Al metal distribution profiles of 26_A_D, 26_NA_FD,
26_A_FD and 26_NA_D oxide catalysts obtained with EPMA.

Figure 8. Evolution of the intrinsic catalytic performances (intrinsic rate
constant) evaluated by toluene hydrogenation with the wt% MoO3.
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the unaged and freeze-dried series (X_NA_FD), the MoO3

loading has an even greater impact on the loss of intrinsic
activity. Indeed, at the lowest MoO3 loading, 18_NA_FD catalyst
has an intrinsic rate constant k0 of 460 cm3/g(Mo)/h like 18_A_
FD catalyst. Then, k0 decreases with the MoO3 loading and falls
drastically for 30_NA_FD catalyst (275 cm3/g(Mo)/h), which
corresponds to the same catalytic performances as the dried
30_A_D and 30_NA_D catalysts.

Freeze-drying and drying effect on the arrangement of the
active phase

To fully understand the effect of the freeze-drying step on the
multiscale Mo organization within the active phase, the aged
catalysts from the X_A_D and X_A_FD series are compared.

First, the comparison of the homogeneous metal distribu-
tion profile of the 26_A_FD catalyst with the bowl-shaped
profile of the 26_A_D catalyst (Figure 7) leads to the following
hypothesis: the sublimation of the solvent during freeze-drying
prevents any redistribution of the metals within the alumina
support, whereas in the case of drying by evaporation, and due
to thermal exchanges, the solvent is drained from the center of
the extrudate towards the edges. During this phenomenon,
only Co and Mo are redistributed, as P shows a strong affinity
with Al which avoids any redistribution.[35,45]

ASAXS data show that a sublimation drying (freeze-drying)
leads to approximatively 1 nm smaller slabs compared to
conventional evaporation drying, but it does not affect the slab
stacking. Even though the freeze-drying step affects the isolated
slabs morphology, it does not have any influence on the Mo
sulfidation degree or promotion rate as shown by XPS results.
The presence of such small slabs could be explained by the
presence of single atom-few atoms Mo nanoclusters as
mentioned before.

In addition to its effect on the slab scale, the drying step
also impacts the aggregate scale, not specially on the relative
Mo amount involved in the slab aggregates (Cag) that shows no
clear trend, but on the aggregate morphology, described by
the size distribution presented on Figure 4, by the mean

volume hVagi and the aggregate number density Nag=Vs
. Freeze-

drying leads to the presence of aggregates twice as voluminous
as in conventional drying (see Table 1). Consequently, with an
approximatively same amount of aggregate, it leads to twice
less aggregates per volume unity. All these observations are
confirmed by a higher Mo/Al ratio (obtained by XPS) after a
freeze-drying (0.12) than after a conventional drying (0.10).

If we consider that the role of the freeze-drying is to block
the system right after the ageing step, as observed by EPMA,
we can thus take it as a reference to understand the different
phenomena involved during a conventional drying step. A
growth of the slab occurs, which has the effect to shift the slab
size distribution towards larger sizes (see Figure 3, curves grey
(26_A_FD) and blue (26_A_D)). Besides, the aggregate volume
decreases and the number density of aggregates increases,

which highlight a fragmentation of the aggregates, possibly
linked to the metal redistribution inside the extrudates.

To summarize (see Figure 9), a conventional drying step
allows the growth of isolated slabs and the fragmentation of
slab aggregates which leads to numerous and small slab
aggregates.

Ageing effect on the arrangement of the active phase

To highlight and understand the influence of the ageing step
on the arrangement of the active phase, the freeze-dried
catalysts aged (X_A_FD) and not aged (X_NA_FD) can be
compared together, such as the dried catalysts, aged (X_A_D)
or not aged (X_NA_D).

No significant difference is observed between both dried
catalysts. However, it has been demonstrated previously that
the drying step had significant effect on the metal distribution,
slab length and aggregates morphology. Consequently, the
influence of the ageing (or its absence) step is certainly hidden
by the drying step that follows. Moreover, part of the ageing
could be performed during drying (due to the defrosting of the
catalyst that would lead to solvent diffusion). Consequently, it
seems obvious that, to evaluate the ageing stage, it is necessary
to study the samples (X_A_FD) and (X_NA_FD) having under-
gone a freeze-drying, which allows to freeze the system in its
state.

These two catalysts are drastically different at the macro-
scopic scale. The egg-shell metal distribution profile obtained
by EPMA of the 26_NA_FD (Figure 7) oxide catalyst clearly
shows that the ageing step has a role on diffusion of
impregnation solution within the support. Without ageing, all
the metals added are confined in the 500–600 μm-shell. At the
isolated slab scale, the absence of an ageing step leads to
smaller MoS2 slabs (see table 1), particularly at the lowest MoO3

loading (2.6 nm with ageing and 1.2 nm without ageing). Thus,
an ageing step allows the growth or the coalescence of Mo
entities that will lead to longer slabs. However, the ageing does
not seem to impact the aggregate scale as the aggregate
amount (Cag) and morphology (hVagi) remain similar. Let’s notice
that a different behavior is observed for the unaged 30_NA_FD
catalyst. At this high loading, the macroscopic metal distribu-
tion also affects the isolated and aggregates scale. Indeed, the

Figure 9. Schematic representation of the effect of freeze-drying on the
active phase.
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overconcentration of Mo in the shell is such that it limits the
good dispersion of Mo, leading to higher stacking (2.8 versus
1.6) and a very high aggregation rate (Cag equals to 87%).

Effect of the multiscale organization of the active phase on
the catalytic performance

First of all, it is obvious that the macroscopic metals distribution
within the extrudate has no influence on the catalytic perform-
ance. Indeed, the freeze-dried catalysts (X_NA_FD and X_A_FD)
present drastically different metal distribution profiles (eggshell
and perfectly homogeneous profiles respectively). However,
these two series both observe very good catalytic perform-
ances.

Promotion degree or the Mo sulfidation rate are similar for
each catalyst, thus only the multiscale active phase arrange-
ment differs for each catalyst and could possibly explain the
different catalytic performances.

The absolute amount of Mo involved in the slab aggregates
(Absolute Cag) seems to directly control the catalytic perform-
ance as shown in Figure 10: the more Absolute Cag, the worse
the catalytic performance.

A second key parameter was highlighted in the previous
sections, such as the mean slabs length. It is then possible to
separate the catalysts into two categories: those with slabs of
about 1.4 nm, and the others with slabs of about 2.6 nm long.
Figure 10 clearly evidences that the presence of smaller slabs is
favorable to better catalytic performance. Note that the
considered slabs scale might be a mix of small isolated/stacked
active phase and ultradispersed Mo nanoclusters. As these
catalysts present a higher activity, it means that these Mo
nanoclusters are beneficial to the intrinsic activity and hence
we could suppose that they are under sulfide forms, in
agreement with.[43] STEM-HAADF HR observations could confirm
or not the presence of such Mo nanoclusters.

Hence, these two parameters translate two distinct aspects:
- the mean slab length Lslabs reflects the fact that the activity is

traditionally related to the number of sites situated on the
slab edges;[3,10,39]

- the Absolute Cag reflects the fact the aggregates are harmful
for the catalytic activity, either because the slabs inside these
aggregates are hardly accessible, or because they prevent
the molecule diffusion inside the catalyst due to pore
blocking phenomena. Also, slab aggregates could be less
promoted than isolated/stacked slabs due to a poorly
dispersed Mo within the oxide phase which induces a low
proximity with Co.

Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to elucidate the role of the ageing
and drying steps on the Mo multiscale arrangement, and to
elucidate the impact of the morphological and distribution
parameters of the active phase in the catalytic performance.

During the ageing step, the impregnation solution contain-
ing the metal precursors diffuse within the support and allows a
first growth of the Mo particles that would lead to longer
isolated slabs.

The drying step occurs directly after the ageing step and
controls the final multiscale Mo arrangement of the active
phase. EPMA profiles and XPS measurement show that a
redistribution of the metals within the extrudates occurs. This
phenomenon is probably due to solvent evaporation. Then, it
leads to the growth of isolated slabs and fragmentation of the
slab aggregates. The latter will thus be more numerous but
smaller.

Combination of the absence of an ageing step followed by
a freeze-drying permits to conclude that macroscopic metal
distributions (homogeneous or egg-shell profiles) lead to the
same catalytic performance except at too high Mo loading. A
Mo overconcentration in the shell is detrimental for the Mo
dispersion, and for the stacking and aggregation states.

Thanks to all these studies, slabs length (Lslabs) and
aggregates amount (Absolute Cag) have been raised as the key
parameters to control the catalytic performance as they control
the number of active sites and their accessibility.

Experimental Section

Catalysts preparation

Different series of alumina-supported CoMoP catalysts were
prepared by incipient wetness impregnation of mesoporous γ-Al2O3

trilobal extrudates (surface area: 273 m2/g, porous volume (P/P0
max): 0.75 ml/g) with aqueous solutions of MoO3 (Climax Molybde-
num, purity: 99,92%), Co(OH)2 (AXENS, purity: 93%) and H3PO4

(VWR, purity: 98%). Each series contained four catalysts with a
target amount of 18, 22, 26 & 30 wt% MoO3 and Co/Mo and P/Mo
molar ratios of 0.40 and 0.27 respectively. The impregnated
supports were then aged (A) in a water-saturated atmosphere at
room temperature overnight or not aged (NA) by freezing them in
liquid nitrogen immediately after the fastest possible impregnation
(at least, less than 1 minute). The catalysts were finally dried (D) in a
stagnant air oven at 120 °C for 5 h, or were freeze-dried (FD) in a
freeze-dryer at � 60 °C for 20 h.Figure 10. Evolution of the intrinsic catalytic performances evaluated by

toluene hydrogenation with the amount of Mo involved in the slab
aggregates (Absolute Cag)
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The catalysts were thus named x_1_2 with×the target amount of
MoO3 in wt%, 1 the ageing step applied (A or NA) and 2 the drying
step applied (D or FD).

Catalytic test

The catalytic performance of each catalyst was measured by a
toluene hydrogenation reaction using a Flowrence fixed bed
reactor (Avantium) containing 16 parallel reactors The catalytic test
consisted of two parts: in situ sulfidation and the catalytic test itself.
The same feed was used for both parts and consisted of dimeth-
yldisulfide (DMDS, 5.9 wt%), toluene (20 wt%) and cyclohexane
(74.1 wt%). The total pressure was 60 bar and the hydrogen to feed
ratio was 450 NL/L. For the in situ sulfidation part, the temperature
was increased from RT to 350 °C with a ramp of 2 °C/min and a
liquid hourly space velocity (LHSV) of 4 h� 1, and maintained for a
1 h-stage. Then, the LSHV is turned down at 2 h� 1 to start the
catalytic test itself at 350 °C. The reaction products were collected
at least 6 times each 45 minutes and were analysed by gas
chromatography. The toluene-hydrogenation activity k [h� 1; Equa-
tion (1)], considered as a first-order reaction, was expressed as:

k ¼ ln
1

1 � x

� �

(1)

the percentage conversion of toluene in the feed. All the catalytic
results will be expressed as the intrinsic rate constant k0 [cm3/
g(Mo)/h; Equation (2)], obtained by normalizing k with the mass of
MoO3 loaded in the reactor. k is expressed with an uncertainty of
8%.

k0 ¼
k

gMoO3=mL
� 100 (2)

The most relevant sulfided used catalysts were selected for an
exhaustive characterization.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

XPS sampling of the sulfide catalysts was performed in a glove box
under an argon atmosphere, with controlled oxygen and water
levels (less than 20 ppm) to avoid their partial reoxidation. The
samples were crushed and pressed onto an indium foil that was
attached to the sample holder with double-sided carbon tape. The
sample holder was then moved directly into the analysis chamber
via the special glove box connection to the XPS spectrometer. XPS
spectra of the sulfide catalysts were collected on a Kratos Axis Ultra
(Kratos Analytical, U.K.) spectrometer equipped with a monochro-
matic Al Kα source (1486.6 eV), a hemispherical analyser and a 128-
channel delay line detector. Measurements were performed at
room temperature (RT) under high vacuum (order of magnitude of
10� 9 torr) in the analysis chamber. The Co 2p, Mo 3d, P 2p, S 2s, S
2p and Al 2p binding energies (BE) were referenced to the C 1s
level at 284.6 eV admitted as carbon contamination. XPS data in the
form of relative atomic percentages were obtained by integrating
the areas of the corresponding peaks and using relative sensitivity
factors given by the manufacturer via CasaXPS software. The Mo/Al
and Co/Al surface atomic ratios, Mo sulfidation rate %MoS2

[Equation (3)] and promotion rate PR [Equation (4)] were calculated
as follows:

%MoS2 ¼
CMoS2

CMoS2 þ CMo VIð Þ þ CMo Vð Þ
� 100 (3)

PR ¼
CCoMoS

CCoMoS þ CCo IIð Þ þ CCo9S8
� 100 (4)

with C the relative atomic percentage of the considered species
obtained by XPS.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

The sulfide catalysts were ground and dry deposited on a holey
carbon copper grid. Measurements were performed on a JEOL
2100F TEM operated at 200 kV in high resolution bright field mode
with an ULTRASCAN 1000 camera with CCD sensors. The slab
length and their stacking were obtained by measuring at least 200
stacked slabs using an in-house software. Average values were
obtained by fitting the distribution profiles with a log-normal
distribution law (see S.I.).

Anomalous Small Angle X-Ray Scattering (ASAXS)

Data acquisition and processing were performed according to the
method adapted by Humbert et al.[12] on CoMoS catalysts. Sulfide
extrudates were crushed and put into 1.5 mm diameter quartz
capillaries in a glove box. Anomalous small-angle X-ray scattering
experiments were performed on the D2AM beamline of the ESRF
synchrotron. The scattered intensity was measured slightly below
the molybdenum K-edge of absorption at the five following
energies: E1 (19700 eV), E2 (19860 eV), E3 (19940 eV), E4 (19975 eV)
and E5 (19990 eV). Calibration of the incident beam energy was
carried out with a metallic molybdenum foil. Two sample-detector
distances (35 mm and 3600 mm) were chosen to cover the largest
q range. The scattering images were recorded using a XPAD
detector. The acquisition time (180 s) was determined in order not
to saturate the detector. Moreover, a homemade beamstop,
consisting of 2 copper square-shaped sheets of 50 μm thick, was
placed on the detector to decrease the intensity scattered and
recorded at small angles.

For 1D reduction, raw data were corrected by a “flat” to remove the
beamstop influence, and normalized by the incoming photon flux,
transmission and true thickness calculated from the transmission
coefficient. A glassy carbon was measured at each energy and for
both sample-to-detector distances to calibrate the intensity in
absolute units, i. e., as the differential scattering cross section per
unit volume in cm-1. A correction factor was applied from the ratio
of the NIST data to the experimental data.

The theoretical aspects of ASAXS technique are exhaustively written
in S.I. of this paper, so only the main details are sum up here.
Considering a homogeneous matrix including randomly oriented
particles with identical shape and with size parameterized by R, the
SAXS scattered intensity is defined by Equation (5):

I qð Þ ¼
Np

Vs
D12

Z ∞

0
P Rð ÞV Rð Þ2 F q; Rð Þj j2Y q; Rð ÞdR (5)

Where Np the number of particles, Vs the sample volume, P Rð Þ the
size distribution function, F q; Rð Þ the form factor, Y q; Rð Þ the
structure factor which equals to 1 when the particles are well
spaced, i. e. when distances between particles are larger than
particle sizes, and D12 the contrast factor such as Equation (6):

D12 ¼ 1p � 1m

� �2
(6)
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1p and 1m the scattering length densities of the particles and the
matrix [Equation (7)]:

1 ¼ re
X

j

njf j (7)

nj the number density of the atom j in the matrix or in the particles,
f j the atomic form factors and re the classical Thomson radius (re =

0.282 10� 12 cm).

In the present case, HDS catalysts are composed of metal particles
supported on a porous alumina support. The pores of the latter will
contribute significantly to the SAXS signal making it impossible to
distinguish the nanoparticles. Therefore, the ASAXS signal can be
obtained by subtraction method.[13–17] It consists in subtracting the
SAXS intensities obtained at two different energies to avoid the
contribution of the porous support. Thus, the resulting intensity is a
function of the particles scattering as expressed in Equation (8).
Here, the incident beam energy has been varied close to the
molybdenum K-edge of absorption as previously described.

hI q; Eið Þi � hI q; Ej
� �

i ¼ n2
pr

2
e f p Eið Þ
�
�

�
�2 � f p Ej

� ��
�

�
�2

� �
:

Spp qð Þ þ aSsp qð Þ
� � (8)

Where a ¼
ns f s
np fp

and f p ¼
f p Eið Þþf p Ejð Þ

2 is the mean value of f p Eð Þ.

Considering independent spherical metallic particles of radius Rp
deposited on a spherical support particle of radius Rs, it is possible
to write Spp qð Þ, and Ssp qð Þ as follows [Equations (9) and (10)]:

Spp qð Þ ¼
Np

Vs

Z
þ∞

0
Pp Rp
� �

V2
p Rp
� �

F2
p q; Rp
� �

dRp (9)

Ssp qð Þ ¼
Np

Vs
ZZ∞

0
Pp Rp
� �

Ps Rsð ÞVp Rp
� �

Vs Rsð ÞFp q; Rp
� �

Fs q; Rsð Þ
sin q Rp þ Rs

� �� �

q Rp þ Rs
� �

dRpdRs

(10)

In the present case, a � 0:83 so the interference term Ssp is maybe
not negligible. Both terms will be considered the data modeling.

To evaluate the size distribution of the sulfided slabs, a nonlinear
least-squares adjustment of the ASAXS I(E3) - I(E5) signal is
performed on Equation (8). ASAXS I(E3) - I(E5) curve shows two
inflections of the scattered signal as seen in Figure 11, conse-
quently, two types of molybdenum objects had to be considered.
These two populations were attributed to isolated slab at a smaller
scale and moderately dense slab aggregates at a larger scale,
thanks to electron microscopy observations. Stacked slabs were
modeled as discs of height 2H and radius Rp, with form factor
Fdisc ðq; Rp; HÞ and volume Vp ðRp; HÞ, and slab aggregates as
ellipsoids of revolution (a spheroid) of axes Rag, Rag and nRag with
form factor Fellipsoid ðq; Rag; nÞ and volume Vp ðRag; nÞ. The size
distributions of stacked slabs and slab aggregates are represented
by the log-normal distribution in Equation (11):

Pk Rkð Þ ¼

1
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

Rksk

exp �
lnRk � mkð Þ2

2s2
k

� �
(11)

Where k equals to p for isolated slab and to ag for the aggregates,
and m and s are respectively the scale and the shape parameters of
the lognormal law.

The interference between the alumina support and molybdenum
phase Ssp qð Þ described in equation (10) must be considered. There-
fore, the size distribution Ps Rsð Þ, the particle volume Vs Rsð Þ and the
form factor F q; Rsð Þ must be defined.

Finally, considering the first population of Mo particles as isolated/
stacked slabs and the second one as aggregates of partially dense
slabs, it is possible to write the Equation (8) such as (cf. S.I for more
details) [Equation (12)]:

hI q; Eið Þi � hI q; Ej
� �

i ¼

wMox
� wp �

1s

1Mox

� D2
Mox

Ei; Ej
� �

� S0pp þ aS0sp
� � (12)

With MMox =MoS2 in the case of sulfided molybdenum and MMox =

MoOy in the case of oxide molybdenum, 1Mox the density (g/cm3) of
the molybdenum phase, wp and wa are the fraction of molybdenum
involved in the isolated/stacked slabs or slab aggregates, respec-
tively, and hVpi and hVai are the mean volumes of the isolated/
stacked slabs and slab aggregates, wMox the weight concentration
of the molybdenum phase (wt%), 1s the sample structural density
(g/cm3) and where [Equation (13)-(15)]:

D2
Mox

Ei; Ej
� �

¼ re
2�

nMox
fMox

Eið Þ
� �2

� nMox
fMox

Ej
� �� �2� � (13)

S0pp qð Þ ¼

1

Vph i

R
þ∞
0 Pp Rp

� �
V2
p Rp;H
� �

F2
disc q; Rp;H
� �

dRpþ

wa 1� eað Þ

wp
�

1
Vah i

R
þ∞
0 Pa Rað ÞV

2
a Ra; nð ÞF2

ellipsoid q; Ra; nð ÞdRa

2

6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
5

(14)

Figure 11. ASAXS I(E3) - I(E5) curve processing and multiscale Mo organ-
ization modelling
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(15)

This model allows the estimation of several morphological charac-
teristics. Particularly, two parameters have been used to describe
the isolated slabs:

The mean slab length Lslabs (in number) such as Equation (16):

Lslabs ¼ 2� Rp (16)

The average stacking Sslabs such as Equation (17):

Sslabs ¼ 0:5�
2H
3:1þ 0:5 (17)

3.1 Å is the thickness of a slab according to crystallography. The
number averaged length is considered here so that it could be
easily compared to the mean length measured in TEM.

Five parameters are useful to describe the slab aggregates:

The mean aggregate width (in volume) Wag such as Equation (18):

Wag ¼ 2� Rag (18)

The relative Mo amount (in %) involved in the slab aggregates Cag

such as Equation (19):

Cag ¼
we

1þ we
� 100 and we ¼

wag 1 � eag
� �

wp
(19)

where wag and wp are respectively the molybdenum fraction
involved in the slab aggregates and in the isolated slabs, eag is the
porosity.

The absolute Mo amount involved in the slab aggregates
Absolute Cag such as Equation (20):

Absolute Cag ¼ Cag � wMox (20)

where wMox
the amount of MoO3 by weight (wt%).

The mean volume of slab aggregates hVagi (in nm3) such as
Equation (21):

hVagi ¼
4
3� p� exp 3mag þ

9s2
ag

2

 !

� n (21)

The aggregate number density Nag=Vs
such as Equation (22):

Nag

Vs
¼
wMox

� 1s

1Mox

� wag
1

1 � e
�

1
hVagi

(22)

Where 1s the structural density of the sample in g/cm3 and 1Mox
the

structural density of the MoS2 active phase in g/cm3.

Standard errors of ASAXS technique are estimated and discussed in
S.I.

Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA)

Oxide catalysts were embedded in a pre-polymerized epoxy resin,
then polished and metallized with a thin carbon coating to prevent
charging effects. Measurements were performed on the JEOL 8100
microprobe at 20 keV, equipped with 5 WDS detectors. Al, Co, Mo,
P concentrations were quantified using the Kα II, Kα I, Lα I and Kα I
lines respectively. Metal distribution profiles were carried out by
measurements every 50 μm along an extrudate section.
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